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EXT. PAYLESS. DAY.

KANDY runs out of Payless with a box of shoes and takes a

left. KANDY heads down the metro escalator. KEN bursts out

of the door in pursuit.

KEN

Hey! Hey! Hey!

CUT TO:

INT. POLICE STATION. DAY

OFFICER TEAGUE sits at a table across from KEN. We see KEN

from OFFICER TEAGUE’S perspective. KEN is battered and

bruised, and has many bandages.

OFFICER TEAGUE

So what happened next?

KEN

She ran faster than anyone I’ve

ever seen.

CUT TO:

EXT. TENLEYTOWN. DAY.

KEN is still chasing after KANDY. He follows her down the

escalator, but is caught behind ESCALEFTER.

KEN

Move over! Move over!

KEN falls down the escalator. His shoe flies down before

him. KANDY is still running through the metro. KEN is on the

ground looking for her.

CUT TO:

INT. POLICE STATION. DAY

OFFICER TEAGUE and KEN are still at the table.

OFFICER TEAGUE

That must have hurt. So what then?

KEN

I grabbed my shoe and kept going.

CUT TO:



2.

EXT. TENLEYTOWN. DAY.

KEN ties his shoe and keeps running. KANDY reaches the other

side of the metro and runs up the escalator. She stops to

catch her breath.

KEN

I’ve got you now!

KEN runs up the escalator and KANDY runs away in fear. They

run into a parking garage. The chase continues up and

through the parking garage until they reach the top. KANDY

looks over the edge of the parking garage in fear. She is

trapped with nowhere to go. KEN corners her.

CUT TO:

INT. POLICE STATION. DAY

OFFICER TEAGUE and KEN are still at the table.

KEN

And then I got my lucky break. She

thought she got away.

CUT TO:

EXT. TOP OF PARKING GARAGE. DAY.

KANDY holds the box of shoes out to KEN.

KANDY

Here! Take them! Take them!

KEN swipes the box away. KANDY takes a run for it. KEN grabs

a shoe and throws it at KANDY. It hits her and she falls

down. He begins to beat her with the shoe he just threw at

her.

CUT TO:

INT. POLICE STATION. DAY

OFFICER TEAGUE and KEN are at the table.

OFFICER TEAGUE

And you just kept hitting her?

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 3.

KEN

Of all the gin joints in all the

towns, in all the world, she walks

into mine. Worst mistake of her

life.

OFFICER TEAGUE

Wasn’t it a shoe store?

KEN

Whatever!

(FADE TO BLACK.)


